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The latest 13th round of talks in Astana between the Syrian state with Russia and Iran as its
guarantors on one side, and Al-Qaeda and the Turkish regime as it guarantor on the other
side, would have slowly but steadily resolved the odd situation in the Al-Qaeda occupied
Idlib province through the agreements it  reached and the acknowledgment by Turkey,
finally, that there are terrorist groups in Idlib and not only civilians and hospitals.

Hours after the announcement of the truce from the latest round of talks at Nur-Sultan
(Astana), the commander of Nusra Front, or whatever name his group has adopted recently,
declared his group’s rejection to the ceasefire. Nusra Front is the dominant power in the last
NATO’s stronghold of terror in Syria.

Dima Nassif,  chief of Damascus bureau of Lebanese news channel Al-Mayadeen details
further  in  this  report,  we added English subtitles  to,  and the English transcript  of  the
translation below the video:

Transcript of the English translation of the above video report:

The Idlib truce could have passed peacefully had Nusra Front not declared its rejection of
the ceasefire.

The Syrian optimism to give the agreement an opportunity to propose a solution that is in
line with the Syrian situation,  progressing even on the international  conventions which
allows the Syrian army to continue its operations on the fronts which involve armed groups
participating in the agreement and the other rejecting it as the Nusra Front.

Despite that, the army froze its operations to strengthen the chances of a solution in Idlib on
the basis of Ankara’s fulfillment of its obligations in the withdrawal of armed groups and its
heavy and the medium weapons a distance of 20 kilometers and to isolate Nusra Front as
stipulated by Sochi, which allows for the redeployment of Syrian forces and the adaptation
of military operations to the remaining open fronts in the Lattakia and Aleppo countryside.

The military operations will not wait to resume again and to define its directions, and it will
not wait for any political understanding with the parties sponsoring the talks of Astana and
the Sochi agreement, for the first time, the Syrian army is issuing a statement announcing
the resumption of the military resolution against terrorism in conjunction with its fighter jets
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hitting the strongholds of Nusra Front in the countrysides of southern Idlib and northern
Hama.

Stopping the war on Idlib in order to balance the talks in Astana, was the strategy that
Ankara bet on for a full year to secure an advantage for its factions represented in Astana’s
political course and to enhance its bargaining ability politically and militarily in a province
that it owns the decision and loyalty of all armed factions, including Al-Qaeda affiliates, and
that is what the Syrian army will not allow being repeated.

Contrary  to  all  the optimism that  followed the Nur-Sultan (Astana)  meeting,  the cease-fire
collapsed quickly although for the first time the talks put the political and military tracks on
two parallel  lines,  and the absence of  a reference to oversee the armed factions and
Ankara’s lack of commitment to control it, reflect the fact that these factions retain a margin
of maneuver or flip against any understanding or agreement whenever Ankara wants.
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